MPP - 095

by Alchemi

Where From?
Half the clues have misprints in the definition. The correct letters, read in
clue order, give the title of a song and the original recording artists. That
song mentions an itinerary of four American cities. Three of those appear in
the grid, clued by wordplay only. What is the fourth city?
1

Across

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1 Finished off tearing
clothes (7)
9

5 Heavyweight
Winfrey maybe
disheartened (7)

11

9 Physically escort
amphibian protest
(9)

14

11 Feat the day before
November (4)

20 They soften some
lentil soup (10)

18

21

19

22

23

24
25

26

27

electronic way to
open
accommodation (7)
28 Rams set to become
little ravers (7)
Down
1 Burn away line
crossed by fault (7)

22 Stakes small in
backward resort (4)

2 Bring our second
person to embrace
agreement (5)

25 Come out on top,
replacing centre of
the coin (5)

3 Reservoir upset
American politician
(4)

26 Explain bad clue I
see (9)

4 Sad song climbing
electronic network
(5)

27 Summaries of

16

20

14 Put back pictures of
French dears (sort
of) (5)

18 Remove lad
winning round new
chief accountant (5)

15

17

12 Again familiarise
oneself with
charmingly oldfashioned race
organised earlier
(10)

17 Workers'
organisation let me
see around Rhode
Island (9)

12
13

10 Malt possibly in
bad taste (5)

16 Broken water tap
enthrals Yankee
law enforcement
officer (5,4)

10

28

5 The odd bloke in
artificial
intelligence (9)
6 Cruelly ruin a
mutt's edible
heaves (10)
7 A chap Iris made
out to be
hypocritical (9)
8 Man the Spanish
eavesdrop on finds
part of shot (7)
13 Lefty thinks about
alien dishes (3,7)
15 Securely fixing in
branch or in gallery
(9)

16 They make feeble
knees wear out (9)
17 Sent massage with
note in cloth (7)
19 Hive missing parts
of dresses so
patched up (7)
21 Trump primarily
embraces violent
people (5)
23 Flow in Scotland
starts to
surprisingly cause
awful panic attacks
(5)
24 Row of seals that's
in Turkey (4)

